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Abstract
Firms that do better than their competitors in terms of satisfying
customers, generate superior return at lower risk. Satisfied customers
are more loyal, less sensitive to price movements. The aim of this
study is to examine the impact of customer satisfaction on
shareholders’ value creation. Customer satisfaction involves behavior
of customers that typically relate to purchase or consumption of
product or services. Theoretically, managers wish for a balanced
performance on both the dimensions viz. marketing and finance as
both the dimensions are reciprocal in nature. Customer satisfaction
increases future cash flows and reduces their variability and thereby
the shareholders’ wealth gets maximized in the long run. With this
backdrop, the present study identifies the linkage existing between
customer satisfactions with shareholders’ value maximization by
taking into consideration the available literature in this regard.
Keywords: Customer Satisfaction, Shareholders’ Value.

Introduction
Over the last two decades, the shareholders’ value has become a widely used indicator
for the success of a firm. Commonly, the shareholder value orientation is increasingly
changing the methods of corporate decision making. As a result, marketing strategies
along with any other management decisions are evaluated by their ability to enhance
shareholders’ value and no longer by traditional yardsticks such as market share, sales
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growth or return on investment [1]. On the other hand, customer satisfaction is a
central idea in theory and practice. It is widely accepted that delivering products and
services of high quality leads to customer satisfaction and in turn to higher profits. In
order to improve the competitive position, most of the companies use some form of
customer satisfaction programme in monitoring, developing and evaluating their
products and services, formulate strategies to enhance satisfaction [2,3,4]. Srivastava
et al., [1] identified that satisfied customers can be viewed as economic assets that
yield future cash flow. It is a measure of the degree to which a product or service
meets the customer’s expectations. The objective of this paper is to provide the first
extensive theoretical association between customer satisfaction and shareholders’
value. However, prior to the identification of the theoretical association, it is highly
imperative to analyze the basic concept underlying ‘customer satisfaction’ and
‘shareholders’ value creation’.

Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction can help a business not only in keeping its customers, but also
providing valuable insights into how to attract new customers. Customer satisfaction
is one of the strongest indicators of customer loyalty and is important because:
 This drives repeat business even if there is a lower price on offer from
competitors.
 Loyal customers come back more often to take up cross sell opportunity, and are
more likely to try new products from the preferred supplier.
 Loyal customers are more likely to recommend a business’s services.
 Customer profit tends to increase over the life of the retained customer.
 So customer satisfaction leads to the following activities:
 Repurchasing
 Cross selling
 Reducing price-sensitivity
 Generate positive word of mouth

Shareholders Value
A firm’s market-based assets can enhance shareholder value by improving market
performance through helping a product or service penetrate markets faster, getting
price premiums, making brand extensions easier, lowering costs for sales and service,
and/or obtaining higher customer satisfaction and retention [1]. Shareholder value is
composed of the present value of cash flows during the value growth period and the
long-term, residual value of the product/business at the end of the value growth period
[5,6]. Better market performance based on superior market-based assets can accelerate
and enhance cash flows, reduce volatility and vulnerability of cash flows, and increase
the residual value of cash flows that, in turn, generate higher value for shareholders’
[7]. Therefore, benefits generated by market-based assets are unique and essential to
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enhancing shareholders’ value. The goal of the shareholder wealth maximization is a
long term goal. Shareholders’ wealth is a function of all the future returns to the
shareholders. So in order to maximize the shareholders’ wealth, managers need to link
non- financial measures with the financial outcomes through the generation of sales
revenues which maximize shareholders’ wealth. Koller et al., [8] argue that
companies create value by investing capital at rates of return that exceeds their cost of
capital. The more capital they can invest, the more value they will create and as long
as returns on capital exceed the cost of capital and faster growth will create more
value. The concept of opportunity cost by highlighting that shareholder value is not
created simply through positive stock returns or increased market capitalization;
rather, it occur if a company’s stock returns are higher than any returns the company’s
shareholder might receive from alternative investments of similar risk. Various
researchers identified different methods for measuring shareholders value, which are
enumerated below:
1. According to Fama [9], shareholders' value can be measured by measuring total
shareholder return (TSR), which is computed as follows:
TSR= (Priceend – Pricebegin + Dividends) / Pricebegin
Priceend= Share Price at the end
Pricebegin = Share price at the begning
2. The shareholder value analysis determine that whether the value of their holdings in
a company are increasing, decreasing or have remained unchanged, i.e. total
shareholder return, earning per share and market-to-book ratio. Earning per share
(EPS) is a popular indicator of shareholders' return and can be defined as the net profit
after tax divided by total number of shares in issue.
EPS = Net profit after tax/ shares in price
3. A firm can create wealth for their shareholders’ by ensuring that the market value
of the equity capital invested in a firm by shareholder exceeds the book value of
equity. A firm may create value when market-to-book ratio is greater than 1.0 i.e.
(M/B > 1), destroy value when market-to-book ratio is less than 1.0 i.e. (M/B < 1),
and sustain value when the market-to book ration is 1.
4. Economic Value Added: The central idea in most organization is to tie managerial
compensation to measure of financial performance that is linked closely to change in
shareholders’ wealth. In theory this should motivate managers to maximize
shareholders’ value , thus effective measures of value creation should be linked with
definition of value creation and in that connection, a measure that has already created
a niche in the corporate world is the concept of ‘Economic Value Added’ or EVA
[10]. EVA is a highly sophisticated tool of financial management covering all
functions of financial management; starting from capital budgeting, acquisition
pricing to strategic planning and shareholders’ communication, apart from identifying
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shareholders’ value addition by the enterprise during a specific period [10].
The basic computation of EVA is based on the basis rationale of subtracting cost of
capital from earnings:
EVA = Economic Earning – (Economic capital employed x required rate of return on
capital employed)

Literature Review
According to some available studies, research justifies the connection between
customer satisfaction and shareholders’ value creation. It has been observed that
satisfies customers are more loyal, less sensitive to price movements, and more likely
to engage themselves in positive word of mouth behaviors [11,12,13]. Thus, the firm
experiences less volatility and risk associated with present and anticipated cash flows
[14,15,16]. Lower volatility facilitates investment decisions that maximize a firm’s
value. Further, loyal and satisfied customers increase the firm’s bargaining power
with other stakeholders, such as suppliers, and enable the firm to demand specific
investments that generates lower costs and risk, faster market penetration, and
improve financial results [11]. However, beyond certain levels, customer satisfaction
may exert a negative impact on shareholders’ value. Firms whose managers focus
mainly on satisfying customers may lose their competitive advantage because they
neglect the interests of other stakeholders, to the determinant of their financial results
[17]. Morgan et al., [18] influenced that customers may make managers particularly
aware of their interests, in which the manager may gain a reinforced position with
regard to shareholders. A growing body of empirical work supports the fundamental
logic that customer satisfaction should positively influence customer retention
[14,19]. It is argued that by increasing retention, customer satisfaction secures future
revenue and reduces the cost of future customer transactions, such as ones associated
with communications, sales and services [20,21]. It is reasonable to assume that
companies with well established and profitable long term relationships generate
higher future cash flows than companies with weaker, short-term customer
relationships. As a consequence net cash flows should be higher, resulting the
reduction of the variability of cash flows over time, which may reduce the firm’s cost
of capital and creates shareholders’ value. Additional satisfaction-driven customer
behaviors that are likely to influence shareholder value include buying more of a
particular product or services from a given supplier, buying additional products and/or
services, making recommendations to others, and increasing price tolerance.
Customer satisfaction has been shown as positively impacting operating margins
[22,23] accounting returns [24] returns on investment [25] and cash flow and
shareholders’ value [11,16]. It can be seen as an essential measure used to oversee
business outcomes, decide on limited resource allocation, and provide rewards to
management [25]. For the majority of firms, the pursuit of customer satisfaction is
illustrated in their communications, including advertisements, public relations
releases, and mission statements [26]. Considering the importance, a variety of
marketing academics and practitioners have studied customer satisfaction for the past
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forty years and have defined and measured customer satisfaction in many different
ways. Prominent among them i.e Oliver [27], who has identified customer satisfaction
as pleasurable fulfillment; such as, the consumer views consumption as satisfying
some needs, desire, goal, etc in which its fulfillment is pleasurable.

Relationship between and Customer satisfaction and shareholder
value
At present, research studies have been undertaken by different researchers worldwide
in identifying how deliver of high quality goods and services influences profitability
through customer satisfaction [9,25]. A growing body of theoretical work supports the
fundamental logic that customer satisfaction should positively influence the customer
retention [14,19]. It is argued that by increasing retention, customer satisfaction
increases and thereby reduces the cost of future customer retention [20,21]. Greater
customer satisfaction indicates a more stable customer base that provides a
predictable source of future revenue. Thus customer satisfaction should positively
affect shareholders’ value by reducing the volatility and risk associated with
anticipated future cash flows. Satisfied customer always purchases more and thus
reduces the transaction cost and increases revenue.
Recommendation and positive word of mouth from satisfied customers are also
expected to enhance the shareholders’ value. In principle positive word of mouth
should lead to lower acquisition cost and thus may lead to increase net cash flow
[10,20]. Additional satisfactions driven customer behaviors that are likely to influence
shareholders’ value include buying more of a particular product or service from a
given supplier. Customer satisfaction should lead customers to purchase more
requirements from the supplying firm [22]. A loyal and satisfied customer base
provides a ready market for new add-on services or product line extensions.
Srivastava et al., [7] suggest that market based assets such as customer relationship
creates value for customers and thus result in improved market place performance and
increased shareholders’ value.
Numerous studies could find a positive relationship between customer satisfaction and
profitability. With the help of drivers of shareholder value, one can establish the
relationship between satisfaction and shareholders value. The drivers of shareholders
value are
1) An acceleration of cash flow;
2) An increase in the level of cash flow;
3) Reduction in risks associated with cash flows;
4) Higher residual value;
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Repurchase and Shareholders’ Value
Customer satisfaction leads to repurchases [14,20,29]. The continuous repurchase of
company’s product by the customer gives a stable relationship between customers and
firms. Through customer experience the company is significantly lowering down the
relationship costs. Furthermore, cost for acquiring new customers decrease and as a
result shareholders’ value increases. In addition, the stable customer base can enhance
the firm’s shareholder value in a multiple ways [1]. The faster acceptance of new
products by loyal customers accelerates market penetration and cash flows. A large
stable customer base reduces the volatility of cash flows. The lower volatility of the
cash flows also leads to a lower cost of capital and thereby to an enhancement of cash
flows. Finally, customers’ loyalty enhances the residual value of the firm through size
and quality of the customer base.

Cross-selling and shareholders’ value
Customer satisfaction leads to cross-selling [30,31]. The enhanced cross-selling has
two effects. First the total sale of the company grows and markets can be penetrated
faster because customers who have become loyal are responding better to a firm’s
marketing efforts [1]. The extra sales increase cash flows and reduce their volatility.
A faster market penetration accelerates cash flows and therefore also enhances
shareholders’ value.

Lower price sensitivity and shareholders’ value
Satisfied customers are less price sensitive [9,32]. The lower price sensitivity
increases the willingness of the customers to pay for the benefits they receive.
Furthermore, satisfied customers are more tolerant to price increases. Finally, they are
less susceptible to price reductions of competitors. Customer satisfaction – through
lower price sensitivity – therefore increases cash flow and boosts shareholder value.

Word of mouth and shareholders’ value
Finally, customer satisfaction also leads to positive word of mouth [33,34]. Positive
word of mouth can significantly enhance the effectiveness of marketing
communication and therefore lower acquisitions costs for new customers, which
increases a firm’s cash flow. The enhanced effectiveness of market communication
also enables a firm to penetrate markets faster, which accelerates cash flows. Word of
mouth can also contribute to improve a company’s reputation, which leads to an
augmentation of its residual value [35]. In literature, numerous empirical studies that
investigate the relationship between customer satisfaction and profitability can be
found.
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Conceptual Framework
With the help of above discussion we develop a conceptual model between customer
satisfaction and shareholders’ value.
Fig. 1. Relationship between customer satisfaction and shareholder value

Fig. 1 A conceptual model of the relationship between customer satisfaction and
shareholder value (Adopted from Matzler Stahl, 2000)
Figure 1. Illustrates the relationship between the variables. On the left hand side,
the consequences of customer satisfaction are shown (First level) which are related to
outcome that are directly influence the drivers of shareholders value. The outcomes of
satisfaction make a link to the drivers of shareholders value. The repurchase
behaviour of customer accelerates the cash flow of the business and thereafter
enhances the shareholder value. Cross-selling behaviour of customer increase the base
of cash flows that also increases the value of the shareholder. Lower price sensitivity
is one of the good characteristic of satisfied customer. As a result, companies reduce
the risk with cash flows. The reduction in risk with cash flows increases the value of
the shareholders. Positive word of mouth plays an important role when the matter
comes regarding shareholder value enhancement [36]. Positive word of mouth gives
higher residual value and thereafter enhances the shareholder value.

Conclusion
We believe that the above paper makes an important contribution in the area of
customer satisfaction and shareholder value creation. From a theoretical perspective,
we try to find out the outcomes of satisfaction and link that satisfaction with the
drivers of shareholder value. We developed a link between the four outcomes namely
repurchase, cross-selling, lower price sensitivity and positive word of mouth with the
drivers of shareholders value. It is important for the academics and managers to
recognize not only that firm’s tactics and strategies affect customer judgment of such
satisfaction, but also the heterogeneity in the market assets.
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Managerial Implications and Future Research
From managerial point of view it is vital to know how many resources should be
devoted to customer satisfaction programmes. It is reasonable to assume that customer
satisfaction above a certain level does not yield additional returns. If companies
exaggerate in satisfying customers, value is destroyed. Our framework raises a
number of research issues. We need to empirically test the notion that, in those
organization in which marketing has reformulated its strategies in terms of the
contribution they make to shareholders’ value, marketing has now greater voice. The
question here is, even if marketing incorporates a shareholder value approach, will
this be enough to increase marketing’s influence? Finally, once marketing adopts a
shareholder value approach, it shifts from being a specialist activity to an integral part
of the general management process. To do this, marketers need to extend their skill
base to add expertise in modern financial planning technique.
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